Bright light in the blue-green range, administered in the early morning hours (prior to waking) may be particularly effective in shifting circadian rhythms and may increase gonadotropin production. Accordingly, we tested the feasibility and utility of a mask that emits bright blue/green light (compared to a similar mask that emitted a dim red light) towards the end of sleep in a randomized, placebo-controlled pilot study. The study included a 3-day baseline period, immediately followed by a 12-day intervention period. Subjects were 30 healthy young men with minimal-mild depression. The bright light masks were well-tolerated and demonstrated adequate safety and feasibility. Following the intervention, those who wore the bright light mask demonstrated altered sleep timing suggestive of an earlier sleep period, and excreted a slight increase in follicle-stimulating hormone. Overall, light masks may prove useful in future studies of bright light therapy.
Introduction
Administration of bright light as a therapeutic intervention has been well-characterized for a number of clinical conditions. In circadian rhythm and sleep disorders, bright light is an effective treatment for Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder (Bjorvatn and Pallesen 2009 , Morgenthaler et al. 2007 , Okawa and Uchiyama 2007 , Lack and Wright 2007 , Barion and Zee 2007 , Chesson et al. 1999 ) and jet lag (Bjorvatn and Pallesen 2009 , Morgenthaler, LeeChiong, Alessi, Friedman, Aurora, Boehlecke, Brown, Chesson, Kapur, Maganti, Owens, Pancer, Swick and Zak 2007 , Barion and Zee 2007 , Sack 2010 , Arendt 2009 , Sack et al. 2007 ). In the domain of affective disorders, bright light is an effective treatment for depression that is seasonal in nature (Boyce and Barriball 2010 , Monteleone et al. 2010 , Terman 2007 , Golden et al. 2005 as well as depression that is non-seasonal (Terman 2007 , Golden, Gaynes, Ekstrom, Hamer, Jacobsen, Suppes, Wisner and Nemeroff 2005 , Even et al. 2008 , Tuunainen et al. 2004 , Lieverse et al. 2011 . Additionally, in individuals without clinically-relevant circadian, sleep or mood disorders, bright light has been found to enhance functioning and quality of life (Einon 1997 , Grandner et al. 2006 , Kaida et al. 2006 , Jean-Louis et al. 2005 , Campbell and Dawson 1990 ).
The timing of bright light administration plays a role in its physiological effect (Kripke et al. 2007 , Evans et al. 2007 , Johnson 1999 . Increasing evidence suggests that bright light presented in the morning hours may be optimal for treating both Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder (Lack and Wright 2007) and most depression , Avery et al. 2002 , Avery et al. 2001 , Avery et al. 1990 . It is possible that bright light in the very early morning might be particularly effective (Terman et al. 2001 ).
In addition to effects on circadian rhythms and mood, recent evidence suggests that bright light, particularly light administered in the early morning, may stimulate production of gonadotropins, particularly Follicle-Stimulating Hormone (FSH) and Luteinizing Hormone (LH) (Kripke et al. 2010 , Danilenko and Samoilova 2007 , Baker and Driver 2007 , Yoon et al. 2003 . If this is the case, this could constitute a new application of light therapy, as well as potentially elucidate additional mechanistic pathways through which light exerts effects on circadian rhythms and mood.
Most of the studies of light on circadian rhythms and mood used bright white light, in an attempt to simulate the non-harmful components of sunlight (Wehr 2001 , Lam and Levitan 2000 , Tam et al. 1995 , Rosenthal and Wehr 1992 . More recently, melanopsin-producing retinal ganglion cells were discovered to be the primary mechanism through which environmental light is encoded as circadian information (Panda et al. 2003 , Hattar et al. 2002 , Bellingham and Foster 2002 , Hannibal 2002 . The peak spectral sensitivity of this system is approximately 480nm (Peirson and Foster 2009) , confirming the finding, almost 20 years earlier, that light in this part of the spectrum is optimal for melatonin suppression (Brainard et al. 1984) . Since that time, a number of studies have found that narrow-band light with a wavelength of 480 +/− 20 nm may be optimal for biologic effect (Henderson and Grimes 2010 , Ackermann et al. 2009 , Burkhart and Phelps 2009 , Strong et al. 2009 , Lockley 2008 , Hanifin et al. 2008 , Gooley et al. 2008 , Desan et al. 2007 , Glickman et al. 2006 , Campbell 2006 , Lockley et al. 2006 , Revell et al. 2006 , Revell et al. 2005 , Herljevic et al. 2005 , Wright et al. 2004 , Herljevic et al. 2004 , Lockley et al. 2003 , Warman et al. 2003 .
Though most of the studies of blue light utilized light at or below 480 nm wavelengths, direct comparisons of light at approximately 480 nm to light at approximately 500 nm are few. Berson and colleagues found that the response to 500 nm and 480 nm were nearly equivalent. This finding was demonstrated in humans as well (Brainard et al. 2001) . Further, the premise that 480 nm would be more effective than 500 nm was partially based upon the assumption that a single opsin curve would explain the physiologic spectral sensitivity. However, several recent studies have demonstrated that no single opsin curve explains the entire spectral response (Gooley et al. 2010 , Lall et al. 2010 . This supports the empirical observation that 500 nm produces a response roughly equivalent to that of 480 nm. In addition, it is possible that light at the higher end of this range (i.e., 500 nm) would be safer, since high intensity blue light can be harmful especially at the shortest visible wavelengths (Okuno 2008 , Algvere et al. 2006 , Reichow et al. 2006 and there are no known, published reports of safety profiles of bright blue LEDs used for bright light therapy. Notably, Ham and colleagues (Ham et al. 1976) found a 2-5-fold increase in risk of retinal damage from 480 nm light, relative to 500 nm light. In addition to these safety issues, there may be an effect of age, as 480nm is less effective in aging subjects with yellowing ocular lenses ).
Thus, bright light in the early morning may be particularly beneficial in the treatment of circadian and affective disorders, and this effect might be maximized using light close to the 480 nm peak of melanopsin sensitivity (preferably >480 nm for safety). One potential delivery system for bright light in the early morning would be a mask worn to bed, fitted with light emitting diodes (LEDs) that would be timed to deliver light in the early morning during sleep. Past studies have shown that light presented during the latter portion of sleep can be an effective treatment for seasonal affective disorder (Golden, Gaynes, Ekstrom, Hamer, Jacobsen, Suppes, Wisner and Nemeroff 2005 , Avery, Eder, Bolte, Hellekson, Dunner, Vitiello and Prinz 2001 , Avery et al. 1992 . Although closed eyelids will attenuate most of the light (Ando and Kripke 1996) , enough light may penetrate to have a biologic effect (Cole et al. 2002 , Ando et al. 1999 , Riesenberg et al. 2003 .
Light masks might increase exposure and compliance, since the mask can be aimed directly at the eyes and treatment requires no effort during sleep. Bright light administered during sleep may minimize negative side effects of light, such as glare, which occur during treatment and reduce tolerability of effective dosages. Finally, light masks may be a more energy-efficient (through the use of only 8 LEDs) and portable method, compared to traditional light boxes.
Masks such as the ones used in the present study have been investigated previously. Using white light masks, Ando and colleagues (Ando, Kripke, Cole and Elliott 1999) found that a mask administering 500 lux of white light during sleep had slight benefit in the treatment of Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder. Additionally, a slight mood improvement was detected. Cole and colleagues (Cole, Smith, Alcala, Elliott and Kripke 2002) found that masks produced a significant advance of the melatonin rhythm in subjects with Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder. Thus, bright white light via masks during sleep can a significant biological effect. The light masks used in this study were used in one previous pilot study (Riesenberg, Kripke, Elliott and Cole 2003) , which demonstrated their efficacy in suppressing melatonin during sleep.
To further evaluate the capabilities of short wavelength light masks, the present study was planned as a randomized, placebo-controlled trial of a short wavelength light mask (SWMask) worn in bed, contrasted to a dim red light control mask, for the shifting of sleep timing and the improvement of mood in young men with minimal-mild depression. Our hypotheses for this study were: (1) The SW-Mask is a safe and feasible method of bright light delivery, (2) The SW-Mask would produce an advance in sleep timing, (3) The SWMask would improve sleep, (4) The SW-Mask would improve mood, and (4) The SW-Mask would increase production of gonadotrophic hormones.
Material and methods

Overview
The study was a randomized, placebo-controlled pilot study of a bright blue/green light mask versus a dim red light mask. There was a 3-day baseline and a 12-day intervention period. Participants were randomly assigned to short wavelength light masks (SW-Mask) or dim red light masks (DR-Mask), using structured block randomization (which occurred immediately following consent and prior to baseline recording). This protocol was reviewed and approved by the Human Subjects Protection Program at the University of California, San Diego, as well as the Institutional Review Board at San Diego State University.
Subjects
Participants in this study were 30 young adult males mainly recruited from students at UCSD. As this pilot study included study of reproductive hormones, women were excluded to reduce variability related to gender and menstrual cycles. There were no drop-outs after consent was signed. To examine effects on depressive symptoms, we sought a sample with mild depressive symptoms not so severe as to require immediate clinical intervention. Nine screened subjects were excluded for depression severity as described below.
Light masks
The masks were molded plastic, fitted with foam padding. The SW-Mask emitted approximately 10,000 lux to the eyelid with light from blue/green LEDs set at 100% intensity. These masks were originally manufactured as prototypes to be used for the study by Cole and colleagues described earlier (Cole, Smith, Alcala, Elliott and Kripke 2002) and later modified with blue/green LEDs for the study described earlier by Riesenberg and colleagues (Riesenberg, Kripke, Elliott and Cole 2003) . They are non commercial prototypes. The DR-Mask emitted approximately 0.5 lux from white LEDs set at 1% intensity, filtered through red gel. Spectrophotometry of the blue/green light mask output showed a peak at approximately 500 nanometers (see Figure 1 ). Observed irradiance measures were 1.566 × 10 −3 cm 2 (w−1) for the SW-mask at 100% intensity and 5.34 × 10 −8 cm 2 (w−1). For the DR-mask set at 10% intensity (though 1% intensity was used for the study).
The rationale for comparing bright blue/green light to dim red light was to replicate the methodology of many previous studies in non-seasonal depression which used a bright light treatment versus a dim red placebo (Tuunainen, Kripke and Endo 2004) . Because brightness is confounded with wavelength, it is impossible to discern experimentally whether the effect was due to the intensity or the color of the light. However, past research has established red light as generally incapable of melatonin suppression (Brainard, Richardson, King and Reiter 1984) , while white light, as well as light near 480nm, has been repeatedly shown to be effective (see above). Although it is unlikely that bright red light would have achieved similar effects, it is possible that bright white light, bright blue light (e.g., 460 nm) or bright green light (e.g., 550 nm) would produce similar effects.
Sleep measurement
Objective estimation of sleep continuity was based on a Sleep Watch with Light actigraph (Ambulatory Monitoring, Inc., Ardsley, NY) on the non-dominant wrist. Actigraphic records were scored using empirically supported algorithms for determining sleep, supplemented with hand editing of scoring (Jean-Louis, Kripke, Cole, et al. 2001 , Jean-Louis, Kripke, Mason, et al. 2001 . Variables included total sleep time, time awake after sleep onset, sleep latency and sleep efficiency.
Participants completed daily sleep diaries (SD). Each morning, participants were asked to record: bedtime (BEDT), sleep onset latency (SOL; minutes between BEDT and start of sleep), number of awakenings, final awakening time, and estimated wake duration after sleep onset, defined as total estimated minutes awake between time asleep and last awakening time (WASO). Total sleep time (TST) was computed as number of minutes from sleep onset until last awakening, minus estimated WASO. Participants were instructed to complete a short compliance diary (CD) each morning, at the same time that they complete the SD. This daily diary was completed every morning and asked the following questions: "Did you wear the mask last night as instructed?" "For how long?" "What problems did you have with the mask last night?" "Did the mask wake you up last night?" "Did you remember to reset the mask today?" and "Do you have any other comments about the study at this time?" As the primary purpose of this study was to evaluate tolerability and feasibility, participants were informed that compliance with the light mask on any given night was requested but not required for continuation.
Questionnaires
The Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale (CESD (Radloff 1977) ) was administered at screening. Since depressed mood was an outcome, the goal was to recruit individuals with at least some complaint to avoid floor effects; however, since this was not meant to be a clinical trial for major depression, those with clinically-relevant symptoms (CESD score >15) were excluded from study and referred for treatment (n=9).
In addition, all participants completed a Mood Visual Analog Scale (100mm) to measure daily fluctuations in mood (MVAS). The Quick Interview of Depressive Symptomatology (QIDS (Rush et al. 2003) ), Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS (Johns 1991) ), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI (Buysse et al. 1989) ), Horne-Östberg Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (HOMEQ (Horne and Ostberg 1976) ) and the Systematic Assessment for Treatment-Emergent Effects (SAFTEE (Moynihan 1983) ) were administered prior to and following the treatment period. Finally, participant expectations were measured via a set of two 100mm visual analogue scales administered before the first use of the mask and after its final use, to assess effectiveness of the placebo.
Urine Samples
Participants were instructed to collect urine for one 24-hour period both before and after treatment. Both of these sets of collections utilized the same protocol: before the first collection, the participant recorded the last time they voided during the six hours prior to sleep. Within an hour of bedtime, they voided and measured the total volume. They then collected a small urine sample and placed it in a tube, recording the time and volume of urine in a log. Then, they immediately placed the urine in the freezer section of the refrigerator. This procedure was repeated every time the subject voided until bedtime the next day. Drinking patterns were not evaluated. At the end of the study, samples were collected and immediately transported to a −70° freezer.
Urine assays for FSH and LH are widely accepted for their clinical suitability (Clough et al. 1992 , Lasley et al. 1994 , Kesner et al. 1999 ). An advantage of urine assays is the integration of the pulsatile blood secretion, so that a much smaller number of urine assays is needed per 24 hours than for blood. Urine collections also avoid the potential pain and risks related to blood sampling. Aliquots (2 ml) were stored at −70° C until assay. Urinary concentrations of FSH and LH were measured using double antibody immunoassay kits offered by Diagnostic System Laboratories, Inc (Webster, TX). The DSL-10-4600 ActiveR LH ELISA is an enzymatically amplified "one-step" sandwich-type immunoassay. Standards (0 to 100 mIU/ ml), controls and unknowns were incubated with an anti-LH antibody in micro plate wells coated with another anti-LH antibody. After incubating and washing, the wells were incubated with tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate and the timed reaction stopped with an acidic solution. Then, enzymatic turnover of the substrate was quantified by dual wavelength (450 and 630 nm) absorbance measurement in a micro plate reader. With the above protocol the DSL LH EIA displayed a sensitivity of 0.1 mIU/ml with intra-assay and inter-assay coefficients of variation ranging with mean dose (2.8 to 69.2) from 5.3 to 7.6%. Urine samples were typically measured by diluting 1:1 with zero standard. For greater accuracy, high LH urine samples ( > 180 mIU/ml) were re-assayed at increased dilutions. Urinary rates of LH excretion (mIU/hr) were computed by multiplying the urine LH concentration (mIU/ml) by the urine excretion rate (ml/hr) calculated over the interval between voidings. The DSL FSH EIA (DSL-10-4700) involved an extra step but was otherwise similar to the LH EIA in all key performance characteristics (sensitivity is 0.1 mIU/ml with standard range 0 to 150 mIU/ml). The specificity of the LH and FSH antibodies have been extensively validated for use on serum and urine samples both by the manufacturer and earlier with RIA methods (Santner et al. 1981) .
Baseline measurement
The baseline period for this study lasted for study days 1-3 (until night 3). During day 1, the participant began wearing the actigraph and completed the MVAS. Upon awakening on day 2, participants completed the SD and MVAS. The participant continued to wear the actigraph and complete SD and MVAS on baseline day 3 when participants also completed the QIDS, ESS (with a specified 1-week time frame), PSQI (with a specified 12-day time frame), SAFTEE and HOMEQ.
Intervention period
Each participant was asked to maintain a regular sleep and wake schedule (determined by baseline sleep diaries), with special emphasis placed on maintaining a regular wake time. They were asked to maintain this schedule throughout the entire treatment period. During days 4-15, the participant wore the mask as instructed each night (starting night 3). The masks were programmed to begin to emit light 2.5 hours prior to the participant's usual wake time, linearly increasing in intensity from 0% to 100% of the desired intensity over the course of 29 minutes. At 121 minutes prior to usual wake time, the masks reached 100% of the target intensity and remained at that level for 120 minutes. At 1 minute prior to the usual wake time, the mask gradually decreased light intensity from 100% to 0% over 1 minute. The total duration of the mask light exposure was 150 minutes. Also during days 4-15, the participant completed a daily SD, MVAS and CD. The participant was also instructed to call research staff each day to ask any questions and report compliance. On day 15, on the morning following the final night of light treatment, the participant completed another QIDS, ESS (with specified 1-week time frame), and PSQI (with specified 2-week time frame. Additionally, on day 15, a research associate again visited the participant to collect the mask, actigraph, diaries and questionnaires, and answer any questions the participant may have had.
Data analysis
To assess safety and feasibility, we utilized Mann-Whitney U tests to examine SAFTEE overall and subscale scores. We also utilized an independent-samples t-test to compare groups on compliance and expectation ratings. We qualitatively examined compliance diaries (CDs). To assess sleep timing, MANOVA examined change scores for actigraphic time to bed, time awake and acrophase (cosine-fitted midpoint of sleep) across groups. This was followed by post-hoc one-way ANOVA. For sleep questionnaires (ESS, PSQI, HOMEQ), subjective sleep (SD variables) and objective sleep (actigraphic variables), a similar approach was taken. Independent-samples t-tests were used to compare difference scores on the QIDS. The volume and the LH and FSH concentration of each urine sample collected were measured, and excretion was estimated in international units per hour.. Difference scores for mean LH and FSH excretion were examined with independentsamples t-tests. Urinary excretion was expected to closely reflect glandular secretion and functional circulating blood levels (Santner, Santen, Kulin and Demers 1981) . Within each domain, Type-I error was attenuated with Bonferroni corrections.
Results
Characteristics of the Sample
The SW-Mask group was 66.6% White, 26.7% Asian, and 6.7% Hispanic/Latino, with a mean age of 23.1. The DR-Mask group was 53.3% White, 40.0% Asian, and 6.7% Hispanic/ Latino, with a mean age of 22.1.
Feasibility and safety of blue/green light masks
As an indicator of feasibility, participants reported using the mask as instructed 10.7 of 12 nights for the SW-Mask group and 11.3 of 12 nights for the DR-Mask group. No significant difference in adherence was found between groups. Only one subject, from the SW-Mask group, was not compliant with the light mask for at least 10 of 12 nights and was excluded from analysis. Independent-samples t-tests did not show significant differences between groups or testing periods (pre/post) on any expectation ratings, further supporting the notion that perceptions of the SW-Mask and DR-Mask as active treatments did not differ.
In before/after change scores between groups, Mann-Whitney U scores for overall SAFTEE score and all subscales showed no significant difference by Bonferroni criteria (α=.003, as seen in Table 1 ); however 2 subscales ("Eye and "Chest") were nominally significantly different between groups (P<0.05). The SW-Mask group reported a slight increase in symptoms on the "Eye" subscale and the DR-Mask group reported a slight decrease. As an exploratory analysis, Mann-Whitney U comparisons were performed on each item in this subscale. No differences were found on the item level. The largest trend was an increase in Light Sensitivity, where those in the red light group reported slightly lowered sensitivity on average, whereas those in the bright light group reported increased sensitivity to light on average. This difference may be clinically relevant, though not statistically conclusive. The SW-Mask group also reported a slight increase in symptoms on the "Chest" subscale, and the DR-Mask group reported a slight decrease. Although this overall difference was nominally significant, no significant differences or notable trends were found on the item level.
In addition to checklist reports of symptoms, all participants were asked to informally evaluate the masks during a debriefing interview. Anecdotally, all subjects reported some physical discomfort from the plastic masks, irrespective of group, and all of those with the SW-Mask reported discomfort resulting from the brightness and early timing of illumination. This is supported by the data showing that the SW-Mask group advanced wake time to a greater degree than the DR-Mask group, although the latter advanced bedtime more than the former.
Effects of nocturnal blue/green light masks on sleep timing
The MANOVA for change scores for actigraphic time to bed, time out of bed, and sleep acrophase as dependent variables and light group as the independent variable was not significant. Means, overall and post-hoc tests are reported in Table 2 . Although there were no statistically significant differences, the SW-Mask group went to bed earlier than the DRMask group at baseline (1:05 AM vs. 1:30 AM) and following treatment (12:30 AM vs. 1:01 AM), and the SW-Mask group advanced time to bed more than the DR-Mask group (35 mins vs. 29 mins). Although also non-significant, the findings for time out of bed and sleep acrophase also reflected a greater advance in the SW-Mask group, with an advance of 43 minutes vs. 13 minutes for time to bed and 36 vs. 28 minutes for sleep acrophase.
Effects of nocturnal blue/green light masks on mood
Mean CESD at screening was 8.3 in the DR-Mask group and 7.8 in the SW-Mask group, with no significant difference between groups (t=.315, p=.76). the correlation between CESD at screening and QIDS at baseline was significant (r=.577, p=.002). A t-test of QIDS difference scores (after-before) by group was not significant, suggesting that there were no differences in mood rating changes between treatments. Group means and statistical analysis are reported in Table 2 .
Effects of nocturnal blue/green light masks on sleep
Group means at baseline and end of study, as well as overall and post-hoc analyses, are found in Table 2 . The MANOVA for sleep questionnaires (PSQI, ESS, HOMEQ) difference scores as dependent variables and group as the independent variable was not significant, suggesting that there were no differences in sleep quality, sleepiness or morningness/ eveningness difference scores between treatment groups. The MANOVA for subjective sleep diary items (sleep latency, TST, WASO and sleep efficiency) difference scores as dependent variables and group as the independent variable was significant, but post-hoc tests of between-groups differences did not distinguish between mask assignments on any of the individual SD items. This suggests that groups differed overall, but not on any specific measure. The MANOVA for actigraphic TST, WASO, sleep efficiency, sleep latency, and awakenings difference scores as dependent variables and group as the independent variable was not significant, suggesting that there were no differences in these actigraphic sleep variables between groups.
Effects of nocturnal blue/green light masks on FSH and LH
Of participants randomized, 4 subjects in the SW-Mask group and 5 in the DR-Mask group were excluded from hormone analysis because at least one of their 24-hour collections contained samples with undetectable LH. While periods of low secretion were expected, it may be unlikely that such low levels would actually represent undetectable levels. Rather, these low levels could be due to contamination, improper storage, or excessive urinary dilution. Of the participants whose samples were used, the mean age was 23.9 in the blue/ green light group and 22.6 in the red light group. No significant differences in Baseline LH or FSH were observed.
Mean baseline and final FSH excretion (mIU/hr) and the change scores in both groups are reported in Table 3 , and change scores are displayed graphically in Figure 2 . The SW-Mask group showed approximately 0.17 mIU/hr (SD = 0.89) mean increase in FSH excretion, whereas the decrease seen in the DR-Mask group was approximately 0.81 mIU/hr (SD = 1.45). A one-tailed independent-samples t-test was significant (t = 1.89, P = 0.035, N=19).
Mean baseline, end, and change in LH excretion (mIU/hr) are also reported in Table 3 , and change scores are displayed graphically in Figure 2 . Both groups showed a decrease in LH excretion during the study. The SW-Mask group showed approximately 1.5 mIU/hr average decrease, whereas the decrease seen in the DR-Mask group was approximately 4 times as great. However, a one-tailed independent-samples t-test was not significant (t= 1.59, p = 0.064 N=19). This might be explained by an observed power of only 0.38, suggesting that there was not sufficient power to detect the difference between groups.
Discussion
The present study evaluated the feasibility and utility of a mask emitting bright, short wavelength light, worn at night, for improving mood and changing sleep. The hypothesis that the SW-Mask would be safe and tolerable was partially supported, as was the hypothesis that the SW-Mask would alter gonadotropin secretion. The hypotheses that the SW-Mask would alter sleep timing and improve mood and sleep were not supported.
Light masks were safe and tolerable for research
That no subject dropped out of the study, or reported serious adverse events, suggests that overall, the masks were tolerable and practical. Additionally, overall adherence was good. This suggests that even though the masks may be uncomfortable at times, this method of delivery of light attracts compliance on par with other studies of bright light (Tuunainen, Kripke and Endo 2004) . Had the protocol encouraged subjects to awaken earlier as their phases advanced, there might have been less discomfort due to early waking from bright light. Moreover, the contrast between SW-Mask and DR-Mask groups might have been greater (Cole, Smith, Alcala, Elliott and Kripke 2002) . Although no previous studies have systematically examined or reported safety data, these results are consistent with previous studies of light masks, which have indicated good compliance and low rates of drop-outs (Cole, Smith, Alcala, Elliott and Kripke 2002 , Ando, Kripke, Cole and Elliott 1999 , Riesenberg, Kripke, Elliott and Cole 2003 .
This was supported by the results of the SAFTEE symptom inventory, which suggest that the SW-Masks produced no significant side effects in relatively healthy young males. Although no side effects were statistically significant by Bonferroni criteria, there were trends towards significance for "Eye" and "Chest" symptoms. The most likely cause of an elevation in "Eye" symptoms was the greater light sensitivity following use of the SWMask. Although this side effect was not statistically significant, it could be expected, as light sensitivity has been reported as a common side effect in earlier studies of bright light (Hebert et al. 2002) . Examination of the results of "Chest" items reveals no clear pattern despite the statistical trend, and no apparent causes of these symptoms were found. It should be noted that these symptoms have not been reported by others previously and that when 17 comparisons are tested, one nominally significant contrast is to be expected by chance.
Light masks and sleep timing
Previous studies of light masks have suggested that they may be effective in suppressing melatonin and/or advancing circadian phase (Cole, Smith, Alcala, Elliott and Kripke 2002 , Ando, Kripke, Cole and Elliott 1999 , Riesenberg, Kripke, Elliott and Cole 2003 . Although this study did not find significant differences, this may be due to the relative underpowering of the study to detect such modest effects --compared to the DR-Mask group, the SW-Mask group demonstrated a 6-minute greater advance of time to bed and 30-minute greater advance of time out of bed, as well as an 8-minute greater advance in sleep acrophase. Masks such as these, especially in non-clinical samples such as that chosen for this study, may not be useful for more than very small changes in sleep timing. This is supported by recent research showing that a similar light mask (also 500 nm narrow-band) was not effective in altering timing and duration of naps (Harrison et al. 2011 ).
Light masks did not improve mood
Numerous studies have documented the effectiveness of bright light in altering mood in depressed (Golden, Gaynes, Ekstrom, Hamer, Jacobsen, Suppes, Wisner and Nemeroff 2005, Even, Schroder, Friedman and Rouillon 2008) and in non-depressed individuals (Grandner, Kripke and Langer 2006 , Grandner et al. 2004 , Kohsaka et al. 1999 , Partonen and Lonnqvist 2000 . The present study did not detect any significant mood change in young men with minimal-mild depression, though there was a notable floor effect in depression symptoms.
One possible explanation of there being no change in mood symptoms is that clinically relevant mood symptoms were exclusion criteria. Previous studies have suggested that reductions in depressive symptoms are particularly difficult to detect, especially in smaller samples with only mild symptoms (Fournier et al. 2010) . Additionally, benefits may be more difficult to detect in men (Rochlen 2005 . Finally, studies documenting the benefits of bright light in non-depressed groups suggest that measuring increases in positive experience, rather than decreases in depression, may be most informative (Grandner, Kripke and Langer 2006 , Partonen and Lonnqvist 2000 , Hasler and Bootzin 2008 . Perhaps the inclusion of a measure of positive affect (Watson et al. 1988) or quality of life (Ware and Sherbourne 1992) would have more fully addressed the issue of improvement related to bright light in this sample.
Light masks did not improve sleep
A significant difference between groups was detected for changes in the subjective experience of sleep recorded with sleep diary, such that the SW-Mask group reported worsening of sleep overall. Although no specific factors were significant, the SW-Mask users reported an overall decrease in total sleep time, as well as a slight increase in WASO and slight decreases in sleep efficiency and sleep latency. Notably, this pattern was also found (though was not significant) in the actigraphic data. This may be due to the notable discomfort reported by all light mask users, compounded by the additional discomfort reported by SW-Mask users, due to waking up to bright light. However, a lack of other group differences, or even simple effects within this domain, suggests that the light mask produces worsening perceptions of sleep parameters overall, rather than specific alterations in sleep. Thus, the SW-Mask users had a general impression of having slept less well overall. Also, sleep complaints are often a proxy for depressive mood, and most subjects reported at least some depressive symptoms.
Change scores on questionnaires measuring sleep quality (PSQI), daytime sleepiness (ESS) and morningness/eveningness (HOMEQ) did not distinguish groups. This suggests that despite changes in self-reported sleep on sleep diary, the SW-Masks did not significantly increase daytime sleepiness or worsen sleep quality, nor were they improved.
Light masks demonstrate weak effects on gonadotropins
Two previous studies have shown that light presented soon after awakening (at approximately the same time of night as in this study) increased LH and/or FSH production more than a dim red placebo (Danilenko and Samoilova 2007, Yoon, Kripke, Elliott and Youngstedt 2003) . Though an increase in FSH was noted in the present study, there was no significant difference in LH with the SW-Mask. Perhaps the light was attenuated too much by the eyelids during sleep (Ando and Kripke 1996) or the study was underpowered to detect a difference. The issues of light attenuation by the eyelid and sample size will need to be more effectively addressed by future studies of light masks.
In both groups, a trend toward decrease in LH production was noted. Although the decrease was attenuated in the SW-Mask group, it is unclear why any decrease would take place. Since the collections took place in the home, perhaps samples were not properly collected or volume and time were not measured correctly at the end of the protocol, despite efforts made. If there was a problem with storage, then initial values would be artificially decreased, since they were stored at participants' homes 2 weeks longer than measurements collected at the end of study. However, the end-of-study values were lowest (and initial values higher). No current hypothesis explains this observation.
Limitations of the study
This study presents several important limitations. Due to various constraints, the sample consisted of only 30 people (15 per group), and only healthy young males studied in the spring and summer months. Thus, any results must be interpreted cautiously in the presence of possible seasonal, gender, and age effects, as well as floor effects for treatment and underpowering of the study. Treatment effects may be underestimated. Thus, the results of the present study may be understating the potential usefulness of nocturnal bright blue/green light. Additional, larger studies, with more diverse samples could reveal additional benefit.
A second important limitation was the reliance on sleep timing as a circadian marker. No body temperature, melatonin or other circadian biomarkers were obtained. Thus, these results should be interpreted with the caveat that other measures of endogenous rhythms may not corroborate these findings. It should be noted that due to the pilot nature of this study, these results are meant to be taken as a "proof of concept" that should be replicated in future studies resourced to measure other circadian biomarkers.
Third, actigraphy insufficiently measures arousals and sleep architecture which may be related to sleep quality. Actigraphy does monitor arousals and midsleep awakenings, though not as well as it monitors total sleep time (Krystal and Edinger 2008) . It is true that actigraphy does not detect some brief sleep arousals without movement, but such brief arousals are only scored with considerable difficulty in polysomnography (Mathur and Douglas 1995) . It is likewise true that actigraphy does not distinguish the sleep stages, but it is widely recognized that insomnia and other disturbances of sleep have more to do with total sleep time, time awake in bed, and arousals than with quantities of each sleep stage (Smith et al. 2003) .
Fourth, since blue/green light was not compared to equally bright red light, it is unclear whether the wavelength of the light had any relevant effect. It is possible that white (or red) light of equal intensity would produce similar effects. Moreover, there are some indications that some green or yellow light is required along with blue light to optimally maintain activation of melanopsin Lockley 2010, Lall, Revell, Momiji, Al Enezi, Altimus, Guler, Aguilar, Cameron, Allender, Hankins and Lucas 2010) . However, this study was designed to mimic clinical studies of bright light therapy, which do not aim to determine the physiologic effects of different wavelengths; rather, the intended goal is to compare a treatment (e.g., bright light) to a placebo condition (e.g., dim red light). This is a common practice in studies of light therapy (Terman 2007 , Tuunainen, Kripke and Endo 2004 , Lieverse, Van Someren, Nielen, Uitdehaag, Smit and Hoogendijk 2011 . In a clinical paradigm, an effective placebo should be physiologically inactive, yet participants should not think so. For example, in a drug trial, participants should not be able to tell which pill is intended to have a desired effect, yet one of the pills should be inactive. In the case of bright light therapy, an effective placebo condition would involve light that is as physiologically inactive as possible (i.e., dim and red), while still bright enough to seem plausible as a treatment. That there were no differences in expectation ratings showed that subjects expected equal effects from both masks, suggesting that it was an effective placebo.
Ambient illumination in participants' bedrooms during the night was not recorded. However, since the masks are form-fitting, with foam inserts that attenuate all ambient light, the impact of this confound is likely small. Finally, compliance was only recorded via self-report. As there is currently no way to monitor such compliance at home through more objective means, future studies may utilize as-yet-undeveloped measurements of compliance.
Conclusions
This study provides evidence that bright blue/green light, presented in the early morning hours, may increase gonadotropins, even in healthy young men. Future studies may explore this intervention in those with circadian rhythm disorders or other conditions that can be treated with bright light in the morning. Mean change in excretion of FSH and LH (mIU/hr) in SW-Mask (Bright Blue/Green Light) and DR-Mask (Dim Red Light) Groups. Table 3 Mean (and SD) excretion of FSH and LH (mIU/hr) for groups exposed to Blue/Green and Dim Red Light 
